Engineering a "methionine clamp" into Src family kinases enhances specificity toward unnatural ATP analogues.
A single alanine or glycine mutation in the ATP binding site of a protein kinase allows unique use of an unnatural analogue of ATP (N(6)-(benzyl) ATP) as a phosphodonor, which is not accepted by wild-type kinases. Addition of [gamma(32)P] N(6)-(benzyl) ATP to a cell lysate containing an ATP analog-specific kinase allele (as1 allele) results in the exclusive radiolabeling of bona fide substrates of the mutant kinase. Here we report efforts to engineer kinase alleles that have enhanced selectivity for ATP analogues and decreased catalytic activity with ATP, thus increasing the signal-to-noise ratio of substrate labeling. Two conserved leucine residues that contact each face of the adenine ring of ATP were mutated to methionine. The introduction of this "methionine clamp" resulted in Src and Fyn kinase alleles that have markedly improved specificity for unnatural N(6)-substituted ATP analogues over the natural substrate, ATP. This preference for unnatural nucleotides is reflected in more efficient labeling of protein substrates in cell extracts using the new analogue-specific v-Src allele. Kinase alleles with enhanced selectivity for unnatural ATP analogues should greatly facilitate the ultimate goal of labeling kinase substrates in intact cells, where concentrations of ATP and other competing nucleotides are high.